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Everyone needs to be needed.
When the paperwork is piled up

to your earlobes, when the phone
rings for the umpteenth time in a
morning, when the cry for
“Mooommmmmmm,!” echoes in
your ears until you want to scream
and slam the door behind you on
the way out it helps to remem-
ber how lonely not being needed
would be

The

paved driveway and the milk-
house door. Along the upper edge
of the porch is a stone retaining
wall, edge of a natural, in-ground
planter utilizing the sloping hill
into which the milkhouse is built.

Lined up along the four feet
stretch ofthe stone wall was a neat
row of nearly a dozen rounded,
furry backsides. Cats. Black cats,
gray cals, black and white cats,
gray andwhite cats, and of course,
dark tiger-striped Butch. All in the
same pose, the same patient
position.

call of
“Moooommmmmmm!” no longer
echoes in our household as it does
in those where children are resi-
dent. Instead, it’s been replaced by
long-distance “Hi, Mom!” calls
from far and even farther away.

Now we have joinedthe official
ranks of “empty nest syndrome”
parents, those couples left torattle
around in their own house when
the last child departs. In this case,
the last child has moved on to
Penn State’s main campus to com-
plete his final two years toward his
agriculture degree.

Our “nest,” however, continues
to overflow with meeting the
needs of a myriad of our other
dependents four-legged type.

Feeding the calves a few morn-
ing ago, I broke up laughing at the
sight of one particular bunch of
our barnyard “children.”

Waiting. Waiting for someone
to come through the door with a
bucket of milk for their breakfast.
Like kids in a cafeteria line, only
somewhat more orderly.

Normally, they’ll be underfoot
through calf feedings, or waiting
beside the upturned bucket lids
which serve as community cat
serving dishes.

Whatevere possessed this feline
crew to que up in this most orderly
fashion outside the milkhouse
door is beyond my imagination. I
had been away the previous even-
ing; perhaps their suppertime had
been overlooked and they had no
intention of allowing a repeat of
that neglect.

Inside the house, another feline
prowls'the “empty nest.” Actually
she has her own nest, a heavy

Outside the milkhouse is a sort
of porch, a flat piece of concrete,
which bridges the gap between the
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snuggle-bag coverlet spread over
the double beanbag chair
except for when the cover is
warming the Farmer though his
evening TV-nap. On occasion, he
will actually remove the blanket
from under the cat, an act of
almost unpardonable aggression
reflected in her stare at him from
steely green eyes.

Then she comes to my lap for
comfort and consolation, launch-
ing a throaty chirp (this cat does
not meow) of greeting. If I linger
at the kitchen table doing paper-
work beyond the lime she consid-
ers opening ofregular “lap” hours,
she parks herself next to the chair
and fixes me with an impatient
glare.

And the dog has claimed his
own niche in the nest slightly
away from the cat’s. Our medium-
sized, long-haired dog is to be an
“outside” pet, though we’ve not
been able to ever completely con-
vince him ofthat status. Soon after
I returned home very late one
night from a meeting, the familiar
sound of his forepaw scratching at
the front door started.

“Did you feed the dog?,” I
asked the Farmer.

“Yeah; he didn’t do that until
you got home,” came the reply.

Okay, so maybe he’s a little
spoiled. Knows who takes pity on
him on a damp night, lets him in to
dry off and then doesn’t have the
heart to wake him from a sound
sleep under the coffee table.

Not even when he opens one
eye to see if he’ll be overlooked as
we get ready for bed. So he can
speak onto the couch for the rest
of the night.

Empty nest? Not really. The
dirty socks, scruffy sweatshirts
and pairs of sneakers that feath-
ered the nest have merely been
replaced by hair balls.

It’s nice to be needed.

5 The eye laan extenalon
of the brain.

True. The eye is part of the brain
and a vital part of the human body.
It is not a separate organ.

Source Pennsylvania Academy ofOphthalmology
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False. Medical or surgical treat-
ment is required to save sight.
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tion of the three
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Facts and Myths About Eye Care
Here are some common beliefs.

Can you tell which are true and which are false?

1111$ tale to wear
dlapoaable contact lenaea
while aleeplng.

False. Wearing
any contact lens
- disposable or
daily-wear -

during sleep
increases the
risk of harm to the wearer's eyes.

6Cataracta are removed
with laaera.

False. Cataract surgery is the
removal of the lens from the eye
and its replacement with an
artificial lens A laser may be
used later for the post-operative
improvement of vision

ZThe normalhuman Inlant
la born blind.

True. Vision -.-jt -

at birth is
about 20/400.

develops by /ta' 'JUaw'
stages - e.g.
about 20/200 at six months,
20/100 at one year, etc.

3 You need 20/20 vlalon
loraale driving.

False. Most states, including
Pennsylvania, require less visual
acuity to qualify for a driver's
license. Far more dangerous than
poor vision is the driver suffering
from physical, mental or emotional
fatigue.

4 Wearing anotherperaon’•

prescription glaaaea may
harmyour eyea.

False. The

probably will be
uncomfortable,
cause eye

nausea, but it
will not affect the health of
your eyes

7 Children should havaIhair
ayas examined before may
araraady torschool.

True. Children
should have
an eye
examination
when they are
three to four
years old to
check visual acuity, binocular
alignment and general eye health
Infants or children exhibiting eye
problems should be examined
earlier.

TEST
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8 Wearing tun glattatduring
tha daycan halpyou aaa
battaratnight

True. Without pa ri.u.aa win
protection from W
hours of brilliant
daylight, your
eyes will lose L>—-si ,
their ability to perceive objects
at night.

9 The three major cauaaa of
bllndneat are cataracta,
glaucoma and diabatae.

True. Someauthorities,however,
feel that the leading cause of
blindness is failure to recognize
the signs and symptoms of eye
problems, and notknowing where
to go for help.


